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Abstract—Multiview distributed video coding (DVC) has
gained much attention in the last few years because of its
potential in avoiding communication between cameras without
decreasing the coding performance. However, the current results
are not matching the expectations mainly due to the fact that
some theoretical assumptions are not satisfied in the current
implementations. For example, in distributed source coding the
encoder must know the correlation between the sources, which
cannot be achieved in the traditional DVC systems without having
a communication between the cameras. In this work, we propose
a novel multiview distributed video coding scheme, in which
the depth maps are used to estimate the way two views are
correlated with no exchanges between the cameras. Only their
relative positions are known. We design the complete scheme and
further propose a rate allocation algorithm to efficiently share
the bit budget between the different components of our scheme.
Then, a rate allocation algorithm for depth maps is proposed in
order to maximize the quality of synthesizing virtual views. We
show through detailed experiments that our scheme significantly
outperforms the state-of-the-art DVC system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multiview video has recently gathered increased attention,
thanks to the availability of new acquisition and rendering
systems. This paves the way to numerous applications, such
as 3D and free viewpoint TV [1]. In this context, the problem
of efficient compression is more urgent than ever, in sight of
the huge amount of data storage and transmission required by
multiview video. On the one hand, the compression methods
have evolved and are now able to exploit the correlation
between viewpoints with increasing effectiveness (e.g., view
synthesis techniques [2]). On the other hand, the capture
systems become complex and ambitious by covering larger
scenes, such as sport/music events, museum, cities, etc. As a
result, the acquisition system more than ever cannot provide
communication between cameras, which makes the usage
of traditional compression techniques impossible since they
estimate the similarity between views at the encoder side
relying on the knowledge of the content of every viewpoint.
In the last decade, an alternative paradigm has been developed in order to alleviate the inter-camera communication
problems. The distributed source coding theory shows that
two correlated sources X and Y can be transmitted with
the same efficiency when they are jointly or independently
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encoded, as soon as the decoding is done jointly [3], [4].
One of the conditions for such a result is that the encoder
knows the correlation between X and Y . Distributed codecs
are based on the idea of using channel coding tools for
source compression. Practical schemes for video have been
developed mainly relying on the so-called Stanford approach
[5], implemented within the DISCOVER project [6]. In this
scheme the images are either key frames (KFs) or WynerZiv frames (WZFs). KFs are INTRA coded and are used
at the decoder to generate an estimation of the WZFs. This
estimation, called side information (SI), is corrected by parity
bits sent by the channel encoder. The underlying assumptions
reflect those of the theory: i) the error between the side
information and the Wyner-Ziv frame (or between Y and X)
is stationary, and ii) the correlation between them is known, or,
equivalently, the probability distribution function of this error
is known at the encoder. However, none of these assumptions
is completely verified in practice, which keeps the performance
of distributed video coding schemes suboptimal compared to
traditional compression standards [7]. While i) might be solved
by improving side information generation techniques [7], the
practical distributed coding schemes generally circumvent ii)
by using a feedback channel or by relying on a light communication between cameras; both of these solutions may be
very difficult to implement in practical DVC scenarios.
In the same period, the scene capture has also undergone a
major change with the popularization of depth sensors systems.
Indeed, with time-of-flight or structured light techniques [8],
depth maps can now be efficiently and cheaply acquired. Then,
the multi-view plus depth (MVD) format is becoming more
and more popular (see 3D-HEVC [9]). Depth images offer a
great potential for avoiding the two aforementioned limitations
of multi-view DVC [10]. If both the depth and color images
are available for a given viewpoint, one can estimate any
other viewpoints using depth-based image rendering (DIBR)
[11]. In these synthesized viewpoint images we can find unoccluded and occluded regions. The former are estimated
using the texture from the reference viewpoint. If the depth
data are perfect, they can be recovered completely under the
Lambertian assumption1. On the contrary, the occlusion areas
are not estimated at all, since they are parts of the scene that
are not visible in the reference viewpoint. In these regions, the
mean square error is equal to the variance of the image, since
no estimation is provided. In summary, the knowledge of the
depth map for a given viewpoint allows to first reconstruct
part of other viewpoints and, second, localizes the errors in
these estimations. The depth maps enable to estimate the level
1 The brightness of a point is the same if seen similarly from observers at
different viewpoints.
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of similarity of the current view with any other viewpoints,
without requiring any communication between them.
In this paper, we develop a novel distributed coding architecture which relies on the depth information. As explained
above, the idea is to use the depth maps to build the side
information at the decoder and to estimate the level of similarity between two views at the encoder side. The occlusion
areas to be sent are obtained by a double DIBR, and these
areas are coded by a shape adaptive algorithm. The main
advantage of our scheme is that we better fit to Wyner and
Ziv’s assumption, namely a knowledge of the correlation at the
encoder side, without communication between cameras. The
only assumption is that all cameras know the position of the
other ones. This can be considered as an a priori knowledge.
Another improvement of our scheme is that it is not linked to
a particular error metric. More precisely, traditional Stanfordbased distributed schemes only aims at minimizing the MSE,
due to the fact that channel coders as turbocodes or LDPC
are used for compression. On the contrary, our scheme avoids
the channel coder (as in [12]) and so it can be independent
from the correlation model among the sources. This makes
possible to construct the scheme under the perspective of
alternative error metrics without changing the architecture.
In our experimental section, we however provide some tests
in terms of Rate-PSNR and Rate-SSIM performance. The
obtained results with these two quality metrics show that our
scheme significantly outperforms the traditional DVC system
and intra coding. Moreover, it sometimes even competes with
schemes that do not respect distributed coding assumptions
such as the layered-depth format [13]. Finally, our novel
coding architecture allows to find a very effective solution to
the rate allocation problem between key and non-key frames
in order to maximize the PSNR of texture images. We are
able to provide an allocation algorithm whose performance is
very close to an ideal full-search allocation. This is a further
improvement with respect to classical DVC systems, where
the optimization of the rate allocation is made difficult by the
rigid constraints of the channel coder (i.e. parity bits sent on
demand in large chunks). Since depth maps allow to perform
a free viewpoint navigation, we have also proposed a new
technique for bit rate allocation for depth maps in order to
maximize the PSNR on the virtual views.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section II,
we position our work in the context of multiview distributed
video coding. In Section III the new distributed architecture for
MVD is described and a rate distortion allocation algorithm
is proposed that maximizes the PSNR on original and on
virtual views (Section IV). In Section V we show experimental
results, while we draw conclusions and outline future work in
Section VI.
II. R ELATED WORK
Distributed video coding has been applied to multiview
video mainly for avoiding inter-camera communication [14]
or equivalently, a centralized encoding process. Distributed
video coding schemes take mainly two forms in the literature:
the PRISM [15] and Standford [5] approaches. The latter

framework has proven to be the most competitive, leading
to many more extensions such as the one developed by
the European project DISCOVER [16]. Recently, other DVC
techniques have been proposed in order to improve it, such
as VISNET II [17]. One of the key aspects of Stanford-like
DVC is the estimation of the WZF at the decoder, called
side information. It can be generated, according to the frame
repartition, by temporal interpolation or inter-view interpolation or by a fusion of them [18]–[22]. Several solutions
[23], [24] have been explored in the literature to improve
the quality of the SI and consequently the RD performance,
despite improving the PSNR on SI does not imply directly
maximizing RD performance [25]. As the quality of the interview generated SI is often poor, the RD performance of these
schemes is not better than the INTRA mode of H.264/AVC [7],
[26], [27]. Inter-view estimation methods suffer from a lack of
knowledge about the scene geometry. This can be handled by
using depth maps. Till now multiview video plus depth has not
been deeply explored in the context of DVC. The information
of the depth map can be used, for example, in order to improve
the quality of the estimation of the WZF. DIBR algorithms
can be used along with the camera parameters, in order to
generate other views. For example, Artigas et al. [6] propose
a method for texture SI generation based on depth maps.
Given the KF image, the associated depth map and the camera
parameters, it is possible to create a virtual viewpoint. The
synthesized image suffers, nevertheless, from some drawbacks:
occluded areas cannot be rendered, errors in depth maps generate annoying artifacts, and view-dependent image features
such as reflections cannot be correctly interpolated. These
problems are mitigated by an image fusion algorithm [18]–
[21]. Recently, Salmistraro et al. [10], [28] have proposed
different solutions in order to exploit depth information for
SI generation for both texture and depth signals. In particular
they propose optical flow techniques exploiting information
given by the depth for the motion estimation. The generation
of the texture SI jointly from texture and depth has not been
further explored since it does not meet the essential hypotheses
of DVC schemes based on DISCOVER [16]. First, the error
between the generated SI and the real WZF is not Laplacian
[29]. Second, this error is strongly non stationary: there are
several regions not affected by errors and other ones affected
by noise of high variance. Without these two hypotheses the
channel bit allocation per band per bit plane is sub-optimal and
this erroneous allocation strongly affects the Rate-Distortion
performance of the whole system. Several works [30]–[32]
have also proposed to remove the feedback channel, that leads
to some problems in practical implementations. The drawbacks
of these applications is that camera communication is needed
and a loss in RD performance is observed (from 8% to 16%
of bit rate increase). In this paper, we propose an alternative
to traditional DVC systems, where we exploit depth maps as
crucial information on the scene geometry (e.g, from which
we derive a correlation model). This permits to completely
get rid of inter-camera communication and also to suppress
the feedback channel, without any communication between the
sources at the encoder side. Therefore, the rate allocated for
non-key cameras can be varied more finely, allowing improved
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Fig. 1. Structure of the encoder: the right camera is classically encoded. For
the left camera the occlusion mask is extracted by a double DIBR run on the
depth map. Only the regions selected by this mask are encoded and sent to
the decoder.

results.
III. P ROPOSED

ARCHITECTURE

We consider two range cameras that provide a texture image
and the corresponding depth map each, and we discuss later
in this section the case of a generic number of cameras. For
one view (say, the right-hand one), texture and depth are
encoded in INTRA mode (as in Fig. 1)2 . Using these two
images, at the decoder side, DIBR is applied and the left-hand
view can be reconstructed except for the occluded regions,
i.e. the areas that are visible in the left view but not in the
right one. In order to fill in the occluded regions, the lefthand camera should know where the occluded regions are
in the right view; however inter-camera communication is
impossible in the distributed coding paradigm. Therefore, we
propose to estimate the occluded regions without inter-camera
communication, by only exploiting the geometric information,
such as the depth map and the camera parameters. The lefthand camera will only send an efficient representation of the
occluded areas.
Let us now establish some notation for describing our
system. The camera that is INTRA encoded is called key
camera (KC), a naming convention very common in the DVC
literature. We call the other camera, for which only occluded
regions are sent, an occlusion camera (OC). The texture and
the depth captured by the KC are referred to as TK and ZK
respectively (since our algorithm is independent from the time,
we omit the dependence on a temporal variable). Likewise,
texture and depth from OC are referred to as TO and ZO . As
already mentioned, KC coding is straightforward, therefore let
us consider OC coding. It consists of two parts: estimation of
the occluded areas and their encoding by a shape-adaptive
algorithm. The occlusion mask MO for the OC is defined as

 1 if (m, n) is visible in the OC but
not in the KC
MO (m, n) =

0 if (m, n) is visible to both cameras
This mask is not available at the OC, so it has to be estimated. To this end, we apply DIBR followed by a Bertalmio
inpainting [33] to ZO . Bertalmio inpainting is well suited for
the depth maps, since it consists in an anisotropic diffusion
2 We could also encode this view using temporal prediction, i.e. motion
estimation. However, we consider in the following an All-INTRA encoding
in order to keep the complexity low.

bK , we perform
[34]. Using the resulting estimated depth map Z
a back projection into the OC coordinate system. We obtain
thus the estimate of the occlusion map as seen by the KC, and
cO . Fig. 2 shows an example of estimated
we refer to it as M
occlusion map for the “dancer” MVD sequence. In principle,
cO = 1
all the texture pixels corresponding to the points with M
should be encoded and sent, in order to allow the occlusion
filling. We observe that many small regions appear in the
estimated map (we define as a region a set of connected pixels
cO = 1). These small regions are relatively costly to
where M
encode, while the corresponding pixels can be effectively filled
in by inpainting at the decoder, since in many cases they result
from noise or depth errors, rather than from actual occlusions.
cO the connected regions
For this reason, we remove from M
smaller than a certain number p of pixels. The threshold p
cannot be too large, otherwise we risk to loose important
information that cannot be recovered by the decoder. The
optimal value of this parameter is empirically determined
(Section V). The second processing step consists in slightly
enlarging the mask, in order to take into account the fact that
there may be other actually occluded pixels falling outside
the estimated mask [35]. We show in Fig. 3 an example of
this phenomenon: we mark in red occluded pixels that are not
in MO . These missing pixels will be hardly reconstructed by
inpainting. The mask enlargement is performed by a dilation
using a disk-shaped structuring element with a radius of ρ
pixels. Increasing the disk radius would eventually assure that
all the occluded pixels are included in the occlusion mask, but
would also increase the coding cost of the occluded regions.
As for the minimum region area p, the best value for the disk
radius ρ is determined by experiments, as shown in Section V.
The occlusion mask resulting from the dilation is referred to
cO
as ΩO . We compare in Fig. 4 the estimated occlusion map M
with the its refined version: the latter appears more suitable
for selecting the regions to be encoded.
The regions selected by the mask are encoded using the
shape-adaptive (SA) algorithm proposed in [36], [37]. A
SA wavelet transform [38] is carried out on each region.
This transform preserves the spatial correlation and the selfsimilarity across subbands, which is crucial for the following
zero-tree coding algorithm. The resulting coefficients are encoded by a SA version of SPIHT [39] that differs from the
original in two major aspects: first, only nodes belonging to
the support of the SA transform are considered while scanning
a spatial orientation tree. Second, the baseband coefficients
are no longer grouped into 2 × 2 square and a single root is
considered instead. Finally, an optimal rate allocation among
the different regions is performed.
The decoder structure is depicted in Fig. 5. Using the
decoded KC texture and depth, the actual occlusions can be
computed and part (hopefully all) of them can be filled by
the regions encoded with the SA algorithm. If some areas in
the texture image are still unfilled, they are recovered using
Criminisi inpainiting [40]. Differently from depth maps, that
are essentially textureless images, Criminisi inpainting is more
suitable for textured image. Finally, the synthesized depth map
eO , to be
is also inpainted, obtaining a decoded depth map Z
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(a)
Fig. 2. Examples of occlusion regions in a detail from the dancer sequence
(view 9, frame 1): the occlusions whose area is smaller than 50 pixels are in
blue; occlusions larger than the threshold are in red.

(b)
Fig. 4. The unprocessed (a) and the processed (b) occlusion map (view 9,
frame 1) from the dancer sequence
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Fig. 3. A detail of an OC without dilation of occluded areas (view 9, frame
1). The non-filled occlusion areas are in red.
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used for synthesizing other viewpoints.
This scheme can easily be extended to an arbitrary number
of cameras, since the encoding of the KC and of the OC
is totally independent of the number of cameras, perfectly
abiding to the distributed coding paradigm. Of course, if we
have many OCs and some of them are too far away from
a KC, their estimated occlusion area may cover a large part
of the scene, thus increasing the coding rate. However we
remark that with respect to the classical DVC architecture, we
have more flexibility in positioning key cameras and non-key
cameras. For example, in the common case of three-camera
configuration, we can use a central KC with two lateral OCs;
in the case of a classical DVC system instead, inter-view
estimation works well enough only when a Wyner-Ziv frame
is interpolated from two adjacent key frames (extrapolation
gives worse performance [41]).
IV. B IT

RATE ALLOCATION

Usually in DVC the rate allocation between KFs and WZFs
is empirically obtained [16]: a quantization index for encoding
the transform coefficients of WZFs is chosen according to
the quantization parameter used for the KFs, with the goal
of having the same distortion both for KFs and WZFs. Those
coefficients are fed into a channel coder to produce the parity
bits. The parity bits are sent on demand and in relatively
large sets, called chunks, until the bit error rate BER at the
decoder side drops below a given threshold. In summary, the
rate allocation between KFs and parity bits is suboptimal and
requires a feedback channel to be implemented. The DVC

Right
view

KC

Intra
Decoder

Fig. 5. Structure of the decoder: the right texture and depth can reconstruct
the un-occluded regions of the left view. At the decoder side, the occluded
regions are filled by the objects sent by the encoder.

architecture proposed in the previous section allows a better
rate allocation procedure. We show here that the performance
of an “oracle” system, that knows the distortion associated to
any rate allocation choice, can be approached by a heuristic
algorithm based on the characteristics of both our system and
of the MVD signal. In a first part (Sec. IV-A) we will explore
the effect of rate allocation on the original views. The impact
on the synthesized views is investigated in Sec. IV-B.
A. Rate allocation for original views
Let us start by the problem formulation. The total available
bit rate R must be allocated among the KC and the OC. Let
RK and RZ be the rates associated to TK and ZK , i.e. the
key texture and depth respectively. Moreover, let RSA be the
rate associated to the SA coding of occluded regions in OC.
We call DK and DO the distortions for the KC and the OC
textures, respectively. As metric for the distortion we use the
MSE, but we could use other additive metric. Our goal is to
minimize the total distortion subject to the constraint on the
total rate:
Minimize D = DK +DO

subject to

RSA +RK +RZ = R
(1)
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We observe that the distortion DK depends only on RK ,
and the DK (RK ) function is in principle available at the
KC encoder. The term DO is more complex to evaluate: it
is made up of the distortion on the unoccluded (synthesized)
areas, DU , plus the distortion on the occluded areas, encoded
with the shape adaptive algorithm, DSA . Both terms must be
weighted by the relative sizes of the corresponding areas. In
turn, the distortion DU depends on the key texture and key
depth rates: DU = DU (RK , RZ ). The relationship between
RK , RZ and DU is difficult to be mathematically modeled.
However it is possible to numerically compute it, when one
has simultaneously access to all the data TK , ZK , TO , ZO .
Finally, DSA (RSA ) is the rate-distortion curve of the shape
adaptive encoder, and it is available at the OC encoder. In
summary the total distortion may be written as:
D(RK , RZ , RSA ) = DK (RK ) + βDSA (RSA )
+(1 − β)DU (RK , RZ )

(2)

where β is the ratio between the number of pixels of the
occlusions and total the number of pixels of TO . The values
of β for our test sequences range from 1.60 % to 8.40 %, with
an average of 3.68 %.
The constrained minimization could in principle be solved
by a full-search minimization (i.e. trying all the possible rate
allocations). However this is only possible in a simulation
environment, not only for its complexity, but also because
the distortion computation is only possible when all decoded
and original images are available. An analytic minimization is
difficult to perform since it is hard to find a reliable model of
DU (RK , RZ ). Therefore, we design an effective heuristic rate
allocation algorithm based on the characteristics of our system
and of the MVD data. We show that our algorithm gives RD
results that are very close to the full-search, at least regarding
the allocation between the KC and the OC data.
More precisely, we start on a very common assumption
about RK and RZ , i.e. the rates needed to encode a texture
and its depth map. The relationship between them has been
explored in many previous works [42]–[45], and in the reference software of the upcoming 3D-HEVC coding standard
it is implemented as a simple empirical rule that associates
the depth map quantization parameter to the one used for
the texture [46], as shown in Tab. I. We use the same rule
here and, as a consequence, rates RZ and RK are functions
of the single quantization parameter QP. Now, we have to
find the relationship between the optimal QP and RSA . Since
we have reduced the dimensionality of our problem from
a three-dimensional search space to a bi-dimensional one,
we can more easily compute the distortion in a simulation
environment. We represent the total distortion as a function of
two parameters:
D(QP, RSA ) = DK (RK (QP )) + βDSA (RSA )
+(1 − β)DU (RK (QP ), RZ (QP ))

(3)

We show in Fig. 6 the distortion vs. the total bit rate per
R
for several QPs and for a given sequence
pixel r = 2MN
(“poznan street”), where M × N is the spatial resolution.
The same general behavior was observed on all the other test
sequences. For a given total rate R = R∗ we should be able

to select the QP corresponding to the lowest curve at this
rate. This could be difficult in general, but we observe that
for a given QP, each curve is very steep at the beginning and
then becomes practically horizontal. This means that the SA
coding of occlusion areas is efficient with a few bits, but once
the occluded regions are “well coded”, it is practically useless
to increase their rate, and it is rather worth to use a higher
QP, i.e. to “jump” on the next curve. Since a very small rate
RSA is sufficient to minimize the distortion for a given QP, it
looks like we should always use the smallest QP possible, i.e.
the smallest such that RK (QP )+RZ (QP ) ≤ R, and we have
to give only the residual rate to the shape-adaptive coding of
occlusion.
This approach implies the assumption that a QP corresponding to a given curve in Fig. 6 is optimal as soon as
the total rate is larger than the minimum rate associated to
the curve. However, if we look more closely to the figure,
we understand that this is not entirely true. For example, the
curve associated to QP=30 has a minimum rate of r0 =0.100
bpp, but it is optimal only when a total rate at least as large
as r1 =0.109 is available. Therefore, we design an empirical
rule to perform rate allocation: the KC must select the lowest
QP such that the corresponding rate RK +RZ is smaller than
R−f (R). In turn, f (R) is a part of the total rate reserved for
the encoding of the occluded areas. For simplicity, we have
considered f (R) = αR with α ∈ [0, 1]; nevertheless, as shown
in the experimental part, this allows RD performance very
close to the upper bound given by the full-search approach.
The parameter α is experimentally determined, as shown later.
In conclusion, the heuristic rate allocation algorithm consists
of the following steps. The KC camera encodes its data at the
lowest possible QP such that RK + RZ ≤ (1 − α)R, i.e.
QP = arg min RK (q)+RZ (q)
q

s.t.RK (q)+RZ (q) ≤ (1−α)R

(4)
Then, the OC encodes its data using the residual available
rate. A problem arises here: the OC should use a rate RSA =
αR + (R − RK − RZ ), but it does not know the rate already
allocated to the key camera RK + RZ . We refer to the case
where the OC uses exactly this rate as ideal allocation (IA).
We consider three practical solutions to this problem. The
simplest one is to use only RSA = αR. This is equivalent
to optimizing the rate allocation for a rate constraint equal
to RK + RZ + αR. Then, for the resulting final rate the RD
performance is the same as IA, but we are not able to perfectly
select this final rate. A second solution consists in having the
OC camera estimating the QP used by the KC, simply by
performing a dummy Intra coding of TO and ZO : if the two
views are similar enough the estimation would be often very
close to the right value. We refer to this solution as local
estimation (LE). A third possible solution is to implement
a very light inter-camera communication such that the KC
can tell the OC how much rate it has consumed. This would
exactly implement the IA but would however deviate from the
distributed paradigm. In summary, the first solution is simple,
gives ideal RD performance but does not allow a perfect rate
control. LE allows rate control and, as shown in the experimental section, has RD performance very close to the IA,
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TABLE I
R ELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE QUANTIZATION PARAMETER FOR TEXTURE QPT
QPT
QPZ

51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25
51 50 50 50 50 49 48 47 47 46 45 45 44 44 43 43 42 42 41 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34
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AND THE ONE FOR DEPTH QPZ
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R
Fig. 6. The total distortion D vs. the bit rate per pixel r = 2M
. For each
N
different QP, we have a different color. This example is for a frame of the
poznan street sequence

but it is more complex since the OC encoder must perform a
dummy Intra coding. Finally the third solution implements the
IA but demands a light communication between cameras. The
choice among these solution is discussed in the experimental
section.
This rate allocation algorithm can be easily extended to
three cameras, where the central camera is a KC and the
two lateral ones are OC. We will refer to this architecture
in the next section as OKO. We observe that, for symmetry,
the quality of synthesized regions at left and at right will be
nearly the same. Then, we expect that the bit rate for coding
the occluded areas for the two OCs would be nearly the same.
Configuration tests with more than three cameras are less
common in the context of 3D-TV [46] and will be studied
as future works.
B. Quality of virtual viewpoints
In the scheme of Fig. 1, the depth of the OC ZO is not
explicitly encoded, and as shown in Fig. 5, it is obtained at
the decoder by DIBR and inpainting. However, ZO has a huge
impact on the quality of the synthesized virtual viewpoints at
the decoder side. In the previous discussion, the distortion of
these viewpoints has not been considered, because otherwise
the problem would not have been tractable. However here
we want to investigate about the following issues: is it worth
sending some more bits to improve the representation of ZO ?
how much does it improve the virtual viewpoints quality? how
can we allocate the total bit-rate considering the OC depth?
For simplicity, we assume that we have two cameras only
and that the bit-rate allocation between RK , RD , RSA has
been performed according to the previous discussion. We call
R0 = RK + RD + RSA the rate allocated to TK , ZK and
TO . We can improve the representation of ZO by encoding
its occluded areas with the SA algorithm exactly as done for
TO . We have only to solve the rate allocation problem R =
R0 + RZO where RZO is the rate for the SA encoding of

the occluded areas in ZO . The target will be to maximize the
average PSNR of the original views and of the virtual views
generated at the positions { 14 , 42 , 34 } of the baseline. The virtual
views are obtained by interpolation algorithm of the viewsynthesis reference software (VSRS), as for the 3D-HEVC
Tests. The references for the virtual views are obtained by
applying VSRS on the original texture and depth data (without
compression), as in [47].
In order to explore the allocation problem between R0 and
RZO , we perform a full search (FS) allocation for several
combinations of values for the two parameters. The results
for the dancer sequence are shown in Fig. 7. Each red curve
corresponds to a fixed value of R0 and we vary RZO . As
a consequence, the horizontal axis is the total bit-rate. The
vertical axis is the average PSNR on virtual views. We also
show the virtual viewpoint quality if the depth maps are not
encoded but only inpainted as shown in Fig. 5. The optimal
allocation corresponds to the upper envelope of the red curves.
Designing an algorithm for optimal rate allocation would
be even more difficult than the previous case, given the complex, non-linear relationships between depth rate and virtual
viewpoint quality. As a consequence, we propose a reasonable,
heuristic allocation algorithm that has fairly good performance.
Inspired by [46], we suppose that the ratio between occluded
depth rate and occluded texture rate is the same as the ratio
between key depth and key texture. However, since this rate
may be very small if R0 is close to RK + RZ , we add a
small term assuring a suitable coding rate for the occluded
depth. This term is a fraction of the rate R0 . In conclusion we
assume:
RZ
RSA + ǫR0
(5)
RZO =
RK
The fraction ǫ of the total rate dedicated to the occluded
depth is optimized by experiments, as shown in Section V-C.
We show in Fig. 7 the results of the heuristic allocation: we
observe that they are quite close to the optimal one, and better
than those obtained by just inpainting the estimated depth map.
Similar results were obtained on all the test sequences (see
Section V-C).
V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to validate our proposed architecture and rate
allocation method, we have performed tests on several MVD
sequences (see Tab. II), using 3 views per sequence and 60
frames per view. The first 3 sequences (mobile, dancer, GTFly)
are computer-generated and the depth data are perfect. For the
others depth maps have been computed by a dense disparity
estimation algorithm and so they are affected by errors. We
use them since they are quite common in the literature, but
we underline that the intended use case is the one where the
depth maps are provided by range cameras [8], [48]–[51].
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Fig. 7. PSNR of virtual frames for the dancer sequence. Red, dashed lines:
full search (FS). Green line: the proposed heuristic allocation. Cyan: no depth
map encoding.

TABLE II
T HE MULTIVIEW PLUS DEPTH SEQUENCES TEST SET. S OURCES : A .
PHILIPS; B . NOKIA; C . TANIMOTO L ABORATORY; D . G WANGJU
I NSTITUTE OF S CIENCE AND T ECHNOLOGY; E . P OZNAN U NIVERSITY OF
T ECHNOLOGY [52]
Sequence
mobilea
dancerb
GTFlyb
balloonsc
kendoc
newspaperd
poznan streete

Resolution
720 × 540
1920 × 1088
1920 × 1088
1024 × 768
1024 × 768
1024 × 768
1920 × 1088

views
4, 5, 6
1, 5, 9
1, 5, 9
0, 1, 2
1, 3, 5
2, 4, 6
3, 4, 5

This section is organized as follows. In Sec. V-A we show
how to tune the our parameters to obtain the best results.
Then, in Sec. V-B we show the RD results on the original
views, comparing the proposed architecture to many existing
solutions. Finally, in Sec. V-C we provide the results for the
virtual views.

A. Parameter tuning
We have to select the optimal values of the minimal region
size p and of the structuring element radius ρ. They should
be determined by considering their impact on the global RD
performance, meaning that they should be computed jointly
with the other system parameters. This would be very complex,
therefore we perform a greedy optimization: each of these two
parameters is varied while the other is kept fixed. We have
found that with p = 50 and ρ = 5 the best performance can
be obtained, and this result is independent from all the other
system parameters with very good approximation. We will use
these values for p and ρ in the rest of the paper.
Next, we have to set the parameter α introduced in Eq. 4
for the bit-rate allocation. Let Por be the ideal PSNR that
should be obtained if an oracle, full search rate allocation
is performed, and let Pα be the obtained PSNR using the
empirical rule in Eq. (4) for a given α. In Fig. 8 we compare
Por and Pα for different values of α for a given sequence.
Finally, we have computed the average PSNR loss ∆α as
the mean value of the absolute difference between Por (·) and

27
0

0.05

0.1

0.15
Rate [bpp]

0.2

0.25

Fig. 8. PSNR [dB] vs. R for different values of α for the sequence poznan
street.

Pα (·) :

∆α (Por (·), Pα (·)) =

1
Rmax − Rmin

Z

Rmax

(Por (r)−Pα (r))dr
Rmin

where [Rmin , Rmax ] is the range of experiment rates. The best
value of α is the one that minimizes ∆α . We have computed
the value of ∆α as an average on 5 frames for 7 sequences, and
the results are in Tab. III. The optimal value of α is 0.1, which
corresponds to an average PSNR loss with respect to the fullsearch oracle case of just 0.04 dB. This is a remarkable result,
since it means that our heuristic rule performs practically as
well as the full search allocation. We could achieve even better
results if we adapt the value of α to the sequence but, on
one hand, this would give a very small gain even in the best
case and on the other hand, we do not have for the moment
any hint about how to select this parameter as a function of
the sequence. In conclusion, using a fixed value of α gives
excellent performances without having to adapt it to each
sequence: in the following we only refer to the case α = 0.1.
Finally, we compare the different methods for deciding
the rate of the occlusion camera. The first and the third
proposed solutions explained in Section IV have the same RD
performance as IA, the only difference being that the first
is perfectly distributed and the third allows rate control. The
LE solution is distributed and allows rate control, but may
introduce a small RD loss with respect to the IA. We compute
this PSNR loss likewise the previous case of α: it is the mean
value of the difference between PIA (·) and PLE (·). According
to our experiments, the PSNR loss ranges between 3 · 10−3
and 8 · 10−5 dB and therefore is negligible. In conclusion,
the LE method performs practically as well as the IA, but
introduces some increase in complexity. One should choose
among the three solutions according to the relative importance
of the constraints on rate, complexity or distributedness of the
system.
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TABLE III
T HE PNSR LOSS ∆α [ D B] WITH THE EMPIRICAL RULE 4 FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF α.
Sequence
mobile
dancer
GTFly
balloons
kendo
newspaper
poznan street
average

α = 0.000
0.53
0.28
0.22
0.61
1.13
1.20
0.36
0.61

α = 0.050
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.09
0.17
0.40
0.03
0.10

α = 0.075
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.07
0.21
0.01
0.05

α = 0.100
0.10
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.14
0.01
0.04

B. Rate-distortion performance on original views
In this section, we evaluate the RD performance of the
proposed architecture on the original views. The different
methods that we consider for comparison can be classified
into three families:
1) Distributed methods (exploiting only inter-view correlation)
• our proposed method (OKO) - the central camera
(texture + depth) is H.264/AVC INTRA coded and
the two lateral ones are OC (see Fig. 9(b))
• All INTRA - all the three cameras are Key cameras.
This comparison is made because this configuration
can be considered as a distributed one, since there
is no communication between the cameras. For this
case, cameras provide only texture images.
• DISCOVER - the central camera is WZF coded
(see Fig. 9(a)) in a classical DVC architecture: the
SI for the central camera is obtained by the interview interpolation from external cameras, which
in this setting are both K cameras [16]. A turbo
encoder is used for Wyner-Ziv coding. This estimation is corrected by the turbo decoder through
the parity bits sent by the WZ encoder. As for
All INTRA, cameras provide only texture images.
Other distributed codecs (such as VISNET II) have
better performance than DISCOVER, so it cannot
be considered as a state-of-the-art method; however
it is a relevant benchmark in sights of its popularity
and availability. In all the experiments we used
our own DISCOVER implementation, that allows to
manage large frame sizes and to change freely the
SI generation technique. Since we use turbo codes
as channel code, the modification is very small (we
do not need the LDPCA matrices).
• DISCOVERd-WKW - Here we test a different
KF/WZF arrangement for DISCOVER. The central
view (K) is INTRA coded (with its depth map) and
the two WZFs are estimated by DIBR applied on the
central camera. These two estimations are corrected
by parity bits, as usual. In this scheme, the occluded
zones on SI are inpainted, before turbo decoding.
2) Simulcast methods (both distributed and not)
• DISCOVER simulcast - Each view is encoded separately by DISCOVER, by exploiting only temporal
correlation. The GOP size is equal to 2.
• H.264 simulcast - Each view is encoded indepen-

•

α = 0.125
0.18
0.05
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.01
0.06

α = 0.200
0.50
0.18
0.20
0.04
0.05
0.01
0.10
0.15

dently by H.264/AVC, by exploiting only temporal
correlation. The GOP size is supposed equal to 2
(IBIB).
HEVC simulcast - Each view is encoded independently by HEVC, by exploiting only temporal
correlation. The GOP size is supposed equal to 2
(IBIB).

3) Other methods
•

•

•

•

LDVa - A state-of-the-art Layered Depth Video
(LDV) (non-distributed) architecture [13] is implemented from the MVD data and the different layers
are encoded by the aggregation method described
in [53]. This architecture is very similar to our
codec, but does not comply with the DVC paradigm:
indeed, the inter-camera correlation is exploited at
the encoder side. Another difference is the coding
technique of the occluded areas: they are encoded
by [53] and not by our shape adaptive coding
techniques.
LDVo - A LDV (non-distributed) architecture is
implemented and our shape adaptive coding is applied for the different regions. This architecture is
the same as the one for LDVa: the difference is
the coding technique for the occluded regions. In
this case shape adaptive algorithm is applied for
encoding the occluded areas.
MV-HEVC - the new model under test for MultiView coding HEVC based in the version HTM 6.2,
which is again not a DVC scheme, and is considered only for performance comparison purposes
[9], being a future standard in multiview and MVD
encoding. Inter-view residual prediction is used for
exploiting correlation among the views. This is a
not distributed architecture, because communication
among the cameras is allowed. Moreover, the INTRA Frames are coded in HEVC INTRA mode.
DISCOVER fusion - WZFs and KFs are arranged in
a quincunx scheme. Each WZF is estimated both by
inter-view and temporal interpolation. Then, these
estimates are fused by the algorithm proposed by
[21]. The two side views only temporal interpolation
is performed because inter-view interpolation is not
possible.

We have considered two quality metrics, the PSNR and
the SSIM [54], since the former is sometimes inconsistent
with human perception. In particular, since we use DIBR for
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∆PSNR

(a)
Z

K frame

Z

O frame

Z

WZF

(b)
Fig. 9.

Two DVC camera configurations: DISCOVER (a) and OKO (b)

synthesizing new views, a small misplacement of certain pixels
may reduce significantly the PSNR of the synthesized frames,
while their perceived quality is possibly not affected as much.
In Fig. 10, 11 and 12, we show the Rate-PSNR and RateSSIM curves for the seven test sequences. The first figure
refers to three computer-generated (CG) sequences (mobile,
dancer, GTFly), while the other ones are natural sequences.
The distributed method (exploiting only inter-view correlation)
performances are indicated with a solid line, the simulcast
methods have a dashed line, and the other methods a dashdot line. Some results for Rate-PSNR improvement w.r.t.
DISCOVER in terms of Bjontegaard metric [55] are also listed
in Tab. IV3 .
Comparison with other distributed methods (exploiting
only inter-view correlation).
From Fig. 10 we remark that for the CG sequences, the
proposed method is the best within the distributed techniques
exploited only inter-view correlation, except for relatively
high-rates, where All-INTRA has slightly better performance.
However, when we consider the SSIM, the proposed technique
clearly outperforms all the competitors from the same family.
As expected, the PSNR may penalize our technique since a
small positioning error may result in a high MSE without
necessarily a perceived quality loss. We also remark that the
DISCOVER codec has always the worse performance both in
PSNR and in SSIM. This is due to the lack of flexibility of
the classical DVC methods, sending large chunks of parity
bits to correct badly estimated side information images. In
Fig. 11 and 12 we observe somewhat similar results for natural
sequences: the proposed technique is better than DISCOVER
in PSNR and SSIM, and almost always better than All-INTRA
in SSIM, while for the PSNR it depends on the rate and on
the sequence. We conclude that, as we may expected, our
technique depends on the quality of the depth maps. When
the depth maps are estimated (and then affected by errors),
we observe a saturation effect in the PSNR (and partly in the
SSIM). Our explanation is that errors in the depth may cause
that some occluded areas are not correctly recognized as such:
as a consequence, increasing the bit-rate has little effect on
3 In order to compute the Bjontegaard metric, we have sampled the RD
curves on four points

AND

∆SSIM

W. R . T.

TABLE V
A LL INTRA AT A FIXED
PIXEL .

mobile
dancer
balloons
kendo
GTFly
newspaper
poznan street

∆PSNR
[dB]
4.08
0.93
-0.76
-2.63
0.85
-0.70
0.34

RATE OF

0.1 BIT PER

∆SSIM
0.091
0.062
0.011
-0.002
0.012
0.013
0.032

the quality of those areas. This performance saturation is an
indirect consequence of giving up the feedback channel in our
scheme: when the geometric information about the 3D scene is
poor, we are not able to effectively correct the actual occluded
areas. As a consequence, the proposed system is an effective
alternative to classical schemes when the depth maps are not
too poor. However, the steady improvement in both depth
acquisition devices and in disparity estimation algorithms will
make it reasonably easier to have high-quality depth maps for
practical distributed systems. These results are summarized in
Tab. IV, where we observe that our technique achieves an
average bit rate reduction of 48.44% (and up to 66.94%) and
an average PSNR improvement of 1.38 dB (and up to 3.50
dB) w.r.t. DISCOVER. In Tab. V, we have compared the gain
in PSNR and in SSIM of our method w.r.t. All INTRA, when
the bit rate is equal to 0.1 bpp. We remark that, although for
some sequences we do not have a PSNR improvement, such
as in the newspaper sequence (where we have a loss of 0.70
dB), in SSIM we have an improvement of 1.3%. Moreover,
this gain in SSIM is nearly the same as that of the GTFly
sequence where the corresponding PSNR improvement is of
0.85 dB. There does not exist a clear correspondence between
the gain in PSNR and in SSIM.
In order to improve the quality of the synthesized regions
in our algorithm, we have also tried to send parity bits from
a channel coder just as in classical DVC [5], [16]. However
as shown in the previous results, using classical DVC on the
MVD data is often even less efficient than INTRA coding:
therefore, as expected, adding parity bits to our data does not
improve the RD performance.
Finally, we spend a few words on a variant of DISCOVER,
called DISCOVERd-WKW, where the depth and texture data
for the central camera are INTRA coded and used for obtaining an estimation of the left and right views via DIBR
extrapolation. Then, the occluded zones are filled by Bertalmio
inpainting; the SI is finally corrected by the parity bits of
the turbo encoder. We observe that the DIBR extrapolation
of the DISCOVERd-WKW outperforms the extrapolation of
DISCOVER if depth data are perfect (CG sequences). An
opposite behavior is observed for natural sequences. However,
both are always worse than the proposed technique.
Comparison with simulcast methods (both distributed
and non-distributed)
Let us consider now the simulcast method performance in
Fig. 10 to 12 (dashed lines). As expected, simulcast HEVC has
the best performance (in PSNR and SSIM), but it is also by
far the most complex technique. Simulcast H.264/AVC is a bit
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TABLE IV
B JONTEGAARD METRIC FOR COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES W. R . T. DISCOVER.

mobile
dancer
balloons
kendo
GTFly
newspaper
poznan street
Mean

All INTRA
∆R
∆PSNR
[%]
[dB]
1.31
-0.06
-29.03
0.96
-32.97
2.21
-30.98
2.10
-25.34
1.07
-68.56
4.06
-20.63
0.94
-29.45
1.61

OKO
∆R
∆PSNR
[%]
[dB]
-66.94
3.50
-57.50
1.58
-22.48
-0.09
-29.83
0.40
-65.47
1.96
-51.50
1.40
-45.39
0.93
-48.44
1.38

worse and, for the computer-generated sequences, has a worst
SSIM than the proposed method. This is a good result for our
distributed technique. Our interpretation is that when interview correlation is correctly exploited (e.g. because the depth
maps are not affected by errors), it may give better results than
exploiting temporal correlation. A similar result is observed
concerning simulcast DISCOVER: our technique has better
SSIM (but worse PSNR) on CG images, while on two natural
sequences out of four DISCOVER is better. However we
remark that the most relevant comparison is the one between
our method and the first family (distributed methods exploiting
only inter-view correlation)), since in our algorithm, we do not
take into account the temporal correlation. The goal of this
paper is to exploit geometrical information to get compression.
Then, as future work, we can integrate a technique that exploits
temporal correlation. In this case, we can expect to improve
DISCOVER simulcast in all the configurations.
Comparison with non distributed methods
For completeness, we have performed also a comparison
with non distributed methods that allow a communication
among the cameras. We can remark that our method performs
also better than LDVa, partly thanks to the more effective
coding of the occluded areas. We have compared our algorithm
also with a variant of LDV where occluded areas are encoded
with our SA algorithm (LDVo), and with the reference software of the upcoming MV-HEVC standard, the HEVC-based
HTM 6.2 software [9]. Since in all the other schemes we do
not exploit temporal correlation, we only use inter-view and
inter-component prediction tools in the HTM. This method
has the best performance for CG sequences, as we can expect,
while HEVC Simulcast is better for three out of four natural
sequences. Finally, we have also performed comparisons w.r.t.
multiview DISCOVER codec with fusion of SI proposed in
[21]: in a quincunx scheme, each WZF can be estimated
both by temporal and inter-view interpolation. Then, these two
estimates are fused by the algorithm proposed by [21]. We
can observe that this method always outperforms DISCOVER
simulcast, since the temporal estimation is enhanced by the
inter-view one. We can remark that, even if our technique
(OKO) only exploits inter-view correlation, sometimes we are
able to outperform DISCOVER fusion method, namely for all
the CG sequences.
Complexity issues: The encoder of our architecture performs a double DIBR, a Bertalmio inpainting, a mask processing and shape-adaptive encoding. DIBR has a complexity
close to motion compensation (i.e. much less than motion

LDVa
∆R
∆PSNR
[%]
[dB]
-64.65
3.45
-55.60
1.56
-17.10
0.07
-27.63
0.41
-67.10
2.08
-40.58
1.28
-45.10
0.89
-45.39
1.39

LDVo
∆R
∆PSNR
[%]
[dB]
-79.45
3.92
-81.49
1.99
-34.78
0.47
-26.80
0.98
-81.46
2.44
-65.85
1.92
-48.83
1.21
-59.80
1.84

estimation). Given the depth map, we obtain the disparity map.
Then, from intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters, each
pixel of the reference frame is mapped in another pixel of the
synthesized frame. A fixed amount of operations per pixel is
needed. Mask extraction is intrinsic in DIBR then no additional
computations have to be performed. The morphological operations are not computationally intensive. Fast algorithms exist
with a complexity of a few (in the range 1.5 to 3) comparisons
per pixel [56]. As for Bertalmio inpainting, since there is not
template matching (such as in Criminisi), the complexity is
very low. Finally, shape adaptive (SA) coding consists in a
shape adaptive transform (whose complexity is basically the
same as for an ordinary transform) and in SPIHT-like bit
plane coding (that is extremely simple). As a consequence,
SA coding has a per-pixel complexity comparable to INTRA,
but since only a small part of the image is encoded with
this technique, its impact on the total complexity is reduced
as such. In summary, all the elements of the OC encoder
have a complexity that is O(N ), where N is the number
of occluded pixels in the image. Moreover, there is no timeconsuming matching operation, in opposition to the case of
motion estimation. Moreover, also at the decoder side the complexity of our algorithm is much lower than the DISCOVER
one. The complexity of DIBR projection is negligible w.r.t.
DISCOVER interpolation, that needs a full search algorithm
of block matching. In our architecture, we also suppress the
iterative channel decoding, which is responsible for the high
complexity of the current DVC decoders (more complex even
than the motion estimation). Moreover, the feedback channel is
also eliminated, making the whole architecture more attractive
for implementation in practical systems.
C. Rate-Distortion performance on virtual views
In this section, we discuss the bit rate allocation method for
depth map coding of OC in order to maximize the PSNR on
virtual views. At first, we have to select the best value of ǫ in
Eq. (5). We have performed a full search for the value of RZ0
maximizing the PSNR on the synthesized views, by varying
the value of ǫ. We have averaged the results on 10 frames for
each of 7 sequences for the virtual views and we have found
that the bast value of ǫ is equal to 0.03. As shown in Fig. 7
for dancer sequence, this choice may achieve a performance
very close to the optimum. Similar results have been obtained
for other sequences.
After having tuned the rate allocation, we turn our attention
to RD performance. We consider a configuration with three
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Rate-PSNR and Rate-SSIM performance for mobile, dancer and GTFly sequence

range cameras. Related to the baseline, we refer to the left
camera position as -1, to the central one’s as 0 and the
right one’s as 1. Then, we consider the virtual viewpoints in
[± 41 , ± 21 , ± 43 ] by the VSRS software version 6.2.
We have compared the following methods (also listed in
Tab. VI):
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35

All INTRA(d) - All Frames are INTRA coded (both
texture and depth independently).
OKOi - We use our method (OKO) for coding the three
original views and depth maps for O cameras are filled
by Bertalmio inpainting.
OKOalloc - We use our method (OKO) and we send depth
maps occluded areas at the bit rate given by Eq. (5).
DISCOVERd-WKW - it is the same as in the previous
section (but the depth maps are sent for all cameras): SI
for WZFs is obtained by extrapolation on the central KF.
DISCOVER-V - Since the results of the previous
scheme are not satisfactory, we have introduced a new
DISCOVER-based codec, where all the depth maps of
the three views are INTRA coded. The left and the right
texture views are INTRA coded (as in DISCOVER).
Texture of central camera is Wyner-Ziv coded. At the
decoder side, the estimation of this central WZF is
obtained by performing VSRS interpolation algorithm
on the two INTRA coded views. As usual, this SI is
corrected by parity bits.
3D-HEVC - the new model under test for Multi-View
coding HEVC based in the version HTM 6.2, which
is not a distributed scheme, and is considered only for

performance benchmarking purposes. Inter-view residual
prediction is used for exploiting correlation among the
views. Depth INTRA mode (wedgelets) and view synthesis optimization are used [9].
For comparison, we have evaluated the average PSNR for
the virtual views vs. the overall bit rate. We evaluated the
Bjontegaard metric w.r.t. All INTRA (d). The results are in
Tab. VII. The complete Rate-PSNR and Rate-SSIM curves for
each sequence are in Fig. 13, 14 and 15. These results are very
important since they confirm the superiority of the proposed
approach with respect to comparable techniques. OKOalloc
is largely better than comparable distributed methods (for
PSNR and SSIM) and than the All-Intra approach (for SSIM
and almost always for PSNR). Indeed, with respect to All
INTRA, we are able to obtain an average bit rate reduction
up to 38.77%. OKOalloc is on the average better than AllIntra, even though for natural sequences it may have a smaller
PSNR. As in the case of the original views, also for virtual
views the performance are affected by the quality of the
depth maps, visible as a saturation of the PSNR for natural
sequences in Fig. 14(a-c) and 15(a). However we remark
that this phenomenon affects much less the SSIM, since the
latter is less sensitive to small errors in objects’ position.
As for the other methods, we remark also that DISCOVERV performs better than DISCOVERd-WKW. Indeed, even
thought in DISCOVER-V we have two Key cameras instead of
one (as in DISCOVERd-WKW), interpolation performs much
better than extrapolation. Moreover, correcting depth maps by
parity bits increases significantly the total bit rate, because
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depth data are not suitable for turbo encoding and decoding.
Indeed, DVC turbo decoding would maximize the PSNR on
the depth data, but we are interested in maximizing the PSNR
on the virtual views. The proposed techniques are always
better than other DISCOVER-based systems in terms of SSIM
and very often in terms of PSNR. As for real views, we observe
a saturation effect for large bit rate, due to artifacts and error on
depth maps (in particular, for the sequences where the depth
map is estimated) . Finally, as expected, 3D-HEVC has the
best performance, but for the CG sequences our techniques
have SSIM scores closer to 3D-HEVC than to distributed
competitors.

VI. C ONCLUSION

AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have proposed a distributed architecture for
the multiview video plus depth format. Our system consists in
encoding one view, called Key camera, in the INTRA mode
and sending only occluded areas of the other one, called O
camera, which are obtained via a double DIBR. Differently
from classical DVC architectures, the proposed system is not
based on channel coding. Thus, it is not necessary to model the
statistical properties of the error at the encoder side, as well
as the feedback channel (typical of most DVC systems) which
can be removed. Then, a rate allocation method between KC
and OC has been proposed: we have found that the choice of
the QP of the KC influences significantly the performance of
the whole system, because the quality of OC depends strictly
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TABLE VI
T HE DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES USED IN OUR TESTS FOR VIRTUAL VIEWS . SA: S HAPE - ADAPTIVE ; I: H.264 I NTRA CODING ; WZ: W YNER -Z IV; I-HEVC:
HEVC I NTRA CODING ; P: PREDICTIVE INTER - VIEW CODING .
technique
view
OKO i
OKO alloc
All INTRA (d)
DISCOVERd-WKW
DISCOVER-V
3D-HEVC

∆R

AND

∆PSNR

left
SA
SA
I
WZ
I
P

Texture coding
central
right
I
SA
I
SA
I
I
I
WZ
WZ
I
I-HEVC
P

left
·
SA
I
WZ
I
P

Depth coding
central
right
I
·
I
SA
I
I
I
WZ
I
I
I-HEVC
P

Remarks
Depth maps for O cameras are inpainted

SI for WZF is obtained by extrapolation
SI for WZF is obtained by interpolation

TABLE VII
(PSNR IS COMPUTED EXCLUSIVELY ON VIRTUAL VIEWS )

W. R . T. A LL -INTRA D FOR SYNTHESIZED VIEWS

mobile
dancer
balloons
kendo
GTFly
newspaper
poznan street
mean

OKOalloc
∆R
∆PSNR
[%]
[dB]
-69.36
4.26
-23.65
0.06
-27.62
0.01
-34.36
-0.02
-47.04
0.01
-13.95
-0.53
-55.42
1.59
-38.77
1.44

OKO-I
∆R
∆PSNR
[%]
[dB]
-41.73
2.37
6.87
-0.34
4.29
-0.07
-35.84
1.69
-34.92
2.02
-4.84
-1.22
-59.39
1.70
-23.65
0.89

on the bit rate that we have used for encoding the Key camera.
With our method we are able to obtain a bit rate reduction w.r.t.
DISCOVER up to 67%. We have also tested our algorithm in
terms of SSIM. This measure seems to be more suitable w.r.t.
PSNR for evaluating methods using DIBR. Unfortunately, for
actual cameras (where depth maps are not directly acquired),
for high bit rate there is a saturation in terms of PSNR, because
of the limited quality of synthesized areas, due to errors and
artefacts on depth maps. This aspect is mitigated for synthetic
computer-generated sequences. We have also explored a rate
allocation method for occluded areas of OC depth maps in
order to maximize the quality of syntactic views. With our
method, we significantly outperform state-of-the-art algorithm.
As future work, we plan to extend our rate allocation method
for a generic number of cameras and we can exploit also the
temporal correlation of the occluded regions within the OC
sequence.
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